Abstract
Additionally, they described KH waves occurring within and above the melting layer, but did not 68 explore the microphysical implications in these cases.
69
A number of studies have applied numerical modeling to the study of KH instability (e.g., Columbia coast (Fig. 3a) . Although WRF realistically captured the position and timing of the 128 system (Fig. 3b) showed minor variations in rain, cloud water, and snow for 1600-1800 UTC (Fig. 15a) . Simulated 260 vertical velocities oscillated with an amplitude of ~1 ms -1 (Fig. 15b) , which is several ms -1 less 261 than observed by vertically-pointing radar. In contrast to the December 12 case, time series of 262 simulated precipitation rates and D "# showed a less pronounced influence from KH waves during 263 this event (Fig. 15c, d ). no wave activity in the dry run -only minor oscillations less than 0.5 ms -1 (Fig. 16a) . At Bishop
302
Field, wave activity in the control simulation had large amplitudes between 2000 and 2200 UTC,
303
while in the dry run the waves were attenuated and occurred only during the early portion of the 304 period (Fig. 16b) . The results of the dry runs for both cases are consistent with the findings of 305 Kudo (2013), who showed that latent heat can create unstable layers within which waves can form.
306
In contrast to the control, the period of waves in the dry run was greater (22 minutes) with a longer 307 wavelength (5 km).
308
Choice of physics scheme yields a variety of solutions at both sites for this event. Figure   309 17a shows several schemes' model variables' percent change from the control run averaged along 310 the upward portion of the waves from 1900-2300 UTC. At Fishery, there was little variability in 311 vertical velocity, though schemes tended to produce less cloud and rain water, with at least 50% 312 more graupel. At Bishop Field (Fig. 17b) throughout the 1200-1800 UTC period (Fig. 16c) . At Bishop Field, wave activity appears in both 322 simulations, with control run vertical velocities averaging 2 ms -1 greater than the dry run (Fig. 16d) .
323
The period of waves in the dry run was 17 minutes with a wavelength of 3.3 km, similar to those 324 found in the control simulation.
325
Like the earlier case, varying model physics generally showed only modest differences 326 (Fig. 17c,d Table 1 : Physics experiments that were conducted for both cases. Elevation is shaded. 
